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The leading Emirates’-based aqua construction
specialist is pursuing a multi-divisional approach
as it continues to flourish in the region while
growing its market share
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H

aving operated in the Gulf
for more than 25 years,
Belhasa Projects can truly
be considered a mainstay in the
region’s construction industry.
Specialising primarily in
swimming pools, water features,
landscaping and commercial
aquaria, the company also provides
equine aqua facilities to the region’s
array of racehorse owners.
More recently, Belhasa has
moved into the sectors of irrigation,
water treatment and distribution,
as well as a variety of water based
infrastructure projects including
pipeline development and water
pumping stations.
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Industry leaders
The company’s CEO Suleyman
Busby has no qualms in stating that
Belhasa is the undisputed market
leader in aqua construction.
“We’ve been here since
1980, which is very long by Gulf
standards,” he said. “We are the
oldest and biggest player in many
of the sectors in which we operate.
It says something about our service
that we are able to sit here and say
that,” he said.
Despite the company’s
impressive longevity, the emphasis
of leading staff is very much placed
on the future, where it is hoped that
a doubling of current revenue will be
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If you’re looking for
a water feature for
your venue, choose
the best

possible. With the increased volume
of construction projects in 2013 especially large new developments
in previously un-built areas – the
company has every reason to be
cheerful.
Part of the reason for the
astronomic success of Belhasa
to this point has been its ability to
retain key staff and develop talent in
the correct areas.
“Our main tenet is reliability and
credibility,” said Busby. “However
we consider our key asset to be our
staff. We have a policy of bringing in
the right experience and quality in
the right areas, and developing that
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The infrastructure arm of the
company is relatively young, but we are
letting our technical capacity speak for
itself and we are now seeing the results”
— GM of the Infrastructure Division, Aziz Ayoub
talent within. We have a lot of good
people who have been with us for
a long time, because we let people
grow here,” he said.
Belhasa’s dedication to
developing staff through the
company has paid off, as it rarely

looks further afield for management
personnel when the internal crop is
so promising.
Power provider
One member of this talented club
is GM of the Infrastructure division,

Aziz Ayoub. “The infrastructure arm
of the company is relatively young,
but we are letting our technical
capacity speak for itself and we are
now seeing the results,” he said.
“We have a transmission pipeline
facility on the way, as well as a
10,000 tonne cooling plant and a
one-million gallon water tank.”
Working primarily with the
government and water and
power facilitators, the company
is expanding the reputation and
reach of an already highly respected
organisation.
One thing that truly sets
the company aside from the
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BRINGING TECHNICAL CAPABILITY THROUGH QUALITY.

Thermalec Pool and Spa Heaters are designed
and built in our own factory in the U.K. Available in sizes
ranging from 3kW to 168kW there is a heater for every
application.
For domestic pools and spas the drive towards salt
chlorination is growing worldwide. The Bright Blue
Salt Chlorinator from Thermalec allows you to enjoy
healthy and safe crystal clear water.
Anodes — a must for any salt water pool. Salt chlorinators
can cause a number of problems including plaster
discolouration, damage to heaters and black staining to
ladders, hand rails, lights etc. This is known as ‘Galvanic
Corrosion’.
This problem can easily be stopped by using a sacrificial
zinc anode. The anode will slowly sacrifice itself (erode)
before all the other metals in the water.
The pH levels depend on the geographic area and the
geological nature of the water source. A pH probe monitors
these values. The Bright Blue pH Controller automates
the pH compensation, keeping it permanently within the
appropriate parameters.
Electrochlorinators - A safe and reliable method of
producing chlorine on-site. Does away with the need to
store large volumes of hazardous disinfection on site.

Supplier Profile

Meddings Thermalec Ltd
Thermalec Pool and Spa Products is one of
the Middle East’s leading manufacturers of
electrical swimming pool and spa heaters.
For over 30 years, Thermalec’s success in
the Middle East has been driven from their
UK manufacturing base in Devon and their
network of distributors within the region,
each chosen for their capability to provide
their customers with a quality product
and good backup service. Having a range
of heaters from 3kW to 168kW allows for
private and commercial projects to be
completed. Our network of distributors
are happy to provide their services with
the knowledge that they are providing
their customers with a quality product that
gives long term reliability.

Tel: +44 (0)1752 313343
Email: sales@thermalec.co.uk
Web: www.thermalec.co.uk

All action
Belhasa Projects is also well
known for its comprehensive
concrete maintenance service.
As part of its turnkey property
solutions, the company offers

Thermalec also supply other products
to the water sanitation market including
Electrochlorinators, Salt Chlorinators, Zinc
Anodes and Chemical dosing systems.
View each product on our website
www.thermalec.co.uk.
Call us on 0044 (0)1752 313343 or
email us: info@thermalec.co.uk
Website: www.thermalec.co.uk

THERMALEC POOL & SPA PRODUCTS

competition in this sector is its ability
to provide a ‘one-stop shop’, turnkey
solution to the final customer;
something only an established
contractor can provide.
“In some areas of the business
clients come to us almost
automatically,” said Busby. “Our
name is known in the industry for
providing an excellent quality of
service at the right price.”

Visit us online:

Belhasa Projects creates water
features for a wide range of
venues

click here
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LOGO FPO

A Cleaner,
Healthier Future

Fluidra Middle East
Employees: XXXXX
Established: XXXXX

Whatever sector you work in, so does Diversey—from Healthcare, Retail, and
Lodging to Food Service, Food and Beverage, and Building Service Contracting.
Our application expertise ranges from kitchen hygiene and laundry to building care.
This allows us to offer unique solutions that fully integrate product systems, floor
care machinery, cleaning tools and services
Our level of expertise and the results we deliver have convinced many world-class
companies to work with us. Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Hilton, WalMart, PepsiCo,
Compass, Marks & Spencer, ISS, and Accor are just some of the household names
with which we have forged lasting partnerships.
For more information please visit us online at www.diversey.com

CLICK
HERE

Industry: Nisl convallis euismod at ac
nuncsan convallis. allis euism od at ac
nu. Nam cursus, tortus, tortor egestm
ultrices, tas justo, ac congue purus
egestas.
Services: Nisl convallis euismod at
ac nuncsan convallis. allis euism od
at ac nu. Nam cursus, ultrices, augue
purus egestas justo, ac congue. ortor
at fermentum
Ongoing Projects: ultrices, augue
purus egestas justo, ac congue ortor
at fermentum augu purus ermentum
augu pur ultrices ugu tas egestas
justo, ac congue nuncsan convallis.
Management:
Job Title, Name Last Name
Job Title, Name Last Name
Job Title, Name Last Name
Website: www.website.com
Visit us online:

Corner Nagington and Rossouw Roads, Private Bag X037, Wadeville, South Africa 1422 • Phone: +27 11 871 9000

exclusive maintenance provision
to clients on a range of projects,
but the maintenance division also
represents its own arm of the
company.
Actioncrete, Belhasa’s own
concrete maintenance service, is
available as a standalone and is one
of the industry’s leading concrete
preservation and repair services.
“There are several companies
that purport to do concrete
repairs,” said Busby, “but in many
ways Actioncrete is amongst
the best, simply because of the
encompassing quality of the
offering.”
Originally from Germany,
Actioncrete brings concrete
buildings in disrepair back up to
peak condition. This is available in
both old and new buildings.
“We tend to do the high end, more
challenging projects when it comes
to concrete repair,” said Busby. “We
are a leader in this field and make
no secret of our exceptionally high
standards of quality.”
Expanding horizons
The company’s dedication to quality
works alongside the building of
business relationships and local
knowledge to ensure its continued
success.
“Our personal touch and
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We calculate the risks
so you can stay safe

A market leader in aqua
construction

Number 1 insurance broker & risk
management provider in Zambia.

Industry:
Construction
Founded:
1980

Lusaka: +260 211 258063/4/5/7
Kitwe: +260 212 230355/88

www.aon.co.zm

advanced knowledge of the locality
really helps us to seal deals in this
region,” said Busby. “It’s in this
company’s DNA, and it is something
that many of the newer multinationals
in the region haven’t fully grasped.”
The region itself is made up
of a very many family orientated
organisations, meaning business
and contracting takes on a different
shape than in other areas of the
world.
“Governments across the
world react differently to different
situations, and so do business
owners,” said Busby. “Some
companies will expect to come
to a new region and find success
automatically, but we have been
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Headquarters:
Located in the Ras Al Khor industrial area
of Dubai, with premises in Abu Dhabi, Al
Ain, Umm Al Quwain and Doha

Pipeline development is helping to
expand the Infrastructure divison

here a long time and we know that is
not the case here, it takes time and
that is something we have invested
in order to be the company we are
today,” he said.
Having weathered the financial
storm of the late 2000’s, the Gulf
has seen a surge of large technical
construction projects. The new wave
of developments is taking place in
whole new sections of previously
empty desert, where public
infrastructure and private residence
are in high demand.
Further to Belhasa’s insight into
local business customs, it has a
substantial knowledge of suppliers,
materials and sub-contractors.
Looking to the future, Belhasa

has plans to expand towards Iraq
and Saudi Arabia, with visions for
expansion beyond the UAE also in
the company’s playbook.
“We see the company as being
on the right path for long term
success,” said Busby. “There is
a great amount of promise in the
business and there’s a good feeling
moving forward. Our infrastructure
and maintenance divisions are fully
functional and are supporting our
core function of aqua construction,”
he said.
As the volume of construction
projects increases in the region, it’s
undoubted that Belhasa Projects
will remain a key player in the
industry.

Key People/Titles:
Suleyman Busby, CEO
Products:
Pools, water features, landscaping,
design services, concrete repairs, equine
facilities, power and water infrastructure,
and related maintenance and supply
Revenue:
In excess of USD100m
Employees:
Over 2000
Website:

www.belhasaprojects.com
Visit us online:
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Belhasa Projects LLC
Box 5102
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 3331445
Fax: +971 4 3330681
bhp@bhp.ae
www.belhasaprojects.com
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